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If you are going to participate in any trade show exhibition, definitely

you are going to compete with thousands of other exhibitors, thus it

is extremely significant that your Stall stands and booth designs

stands apart from others.
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About Us

At Sidhra Exhibit System, you will get the most innovative and advanced approach in stall exhibition

designs, solutions and concepts. We are designing as well as constructing stall exhibits, Theme

booth stands, exhibit rentals, etc. for companies and firms who are browsing for a beautiful and

unique approach that represents their corporate identity and individuality. 

If you are going to participate in any trade show exhibition, definitely you are going to compete with

thousands of other exhibitors, thus it is extremely significant that your Stall stands and booth designs

stands apart from others. 

Having several years of experience, Sidhra Exhibit System has a niche and reputation for itself in

the market. Our exhibit designers are highly skilled and talented. The more powerful is the

communication, the more virile and strong is the exhibition booth/Stalls results. 
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Sidhra Exhibit System
Contact Person: Sayed Ibrahim

Door no #8-7-150/10 
Hyderabad - 500011, Telangana, India
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